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Mark a point about half way
to the center on the line
Lightly draw a circle with dotted line at an angle

Begin sketching out the bucket

7

Connect center point to
remaining tips of parachute

Connect the top
arches to the
middle arches

5

6

Erase light sketches
from step 1

Finish outline of bucket and
connect to half-way point
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9

Add some shading

Add some color
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Following oval, draw series of arches (like a cloud)
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Leave in some
highlights

Add in some shape
lines and belly st�ipe

Lightly draw the
outline of the rocket

Yse some dotted
set-up lines to keep
the body st�aight

4

Shade in the right side
from about half-way

5

6
add ex��a circles

Include a second row of smoke just
above the previous to create depth

7

8

Lightly shade in the lower smoke section
leaving the highlight cur�es

Draw in some arcs for highlights
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Add backg�ound sun rays

Get colorf�l!
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Add in some ﬂames and smoke outline
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Lightly draw the rocket shapes using the
dotted lines as a g�ide

Lightly draw a circle with 6 dotted lines
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Darken the shape when you have it looking st�aight
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Add in some rocket ﬂames out of the bottom

8

Finish sketching your smoke clouds,
and darken to lock it in

Add in some shadowing eﬀects to the right side
of each of the rocket boosters

Lightly draw out some smoke clouds

9

Add in some color and cloud shadows
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Erase dotted lines and darken circle

